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Agenda
• COVID-19 Impact on Amazon 
• Impact to Amazon Vendors
• Crisis Responses and Actions to Consider
• Questions and Answers



COVID-19 Impact on Amazon – 4/14 
Updates
• Amazon hired 100,000 new workers by April 13 and is hiring an 

additional 75,000 to meet additional needs1

• Wall Street Journal reporting that Amazon is expanding shipments to 
nonessential items this week and enabling third party sellers to resume 
shipping2

Sources: 1. Amazon Blog. April 13, 2020. https://blog.aboutamazon.com/company-news/amazon-hiring-for-additional-75-000-jobs
2. Wall Street Journal. April 13, 2020. “Amazon to Expand Shipments of Nonessential Items, Continue Adding Staff.” 



COVID-19 Impact on Amazon – 4/14 
Updates
• Experienced Amazon buyers have been pulled away from normal tasks 

to support an internal COVID-19 Task Force so they are less responsive
• Product suppressions continue
• “This product is under review for being a potentially prohibited product against 

the policy: Medical_Device_Unapproved_Virus_Claims_Policy: 163000. The 
review period generally takes 2-4 business days but it may take longer 
depending on the type of product.”



COVID-19 Impact on Amazon – 4/14 
Updates 
• Coronavirus cases reported at 50 

of Amazon's U.S. warehouses 
and several Whole Food stores
• POs rerouting continue due to 

warehouse shutdowns
• Amazon distributed millions of 

protective masks to its 
employees starting on April 5
• This suggests stabilization

• Building a laboratory 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/factbox-coronavirus-cases-reported-13-021957149.html (Reuters)

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/factbox-coronavirus-cases-reported-13-021957149.html


Impact to Amazon Vendors – 4/14 
Updates
• Amazon orders are picking up and broadening across categories

• “Later this week, we will allow more products into our fulfillment centers,” Amazon said 
in an emailed statement. “Products will be limited by quantity to enable us to continue 
prioritizing products and protecting employees”

• However, customers sales of some categories are lagging (travel-related, 
large TVs)
• Grocery is limited on delivery capability

• Online ordering grocery capacity has increased 60%
• "We still expect the combination of restricted capacity due to social distancing and 

customer demand will continue to make finding available delivery windows challenging 
for customers…If you are able to do so safely, we kindly encourage our customers who 
can to shop in-person."

Sources: 1. “Amazon Moves to Stock More Nonessential Items in Warehouses.” Bloomberg. 4/13/20. 
2. "Amazon stops accepting new online grocery customers amid surging demand" Reuters 4/13/20. https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/amazon-stops-
accepting-online-grocery-060334108.html

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/amazon-stops-accepting-online-grocery-060334108.html


Fastest Growing 
Categories in E-
Commerce March 
2019 / March 2020
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• As state-directed lockdowns 
continue and expand Amazon is 
seeing very high growth in many 
categories 
• Customers forced to buy online 

are expected to buy more online 
going forward

Sources: 1. “Fastest Growing Categories in E-Commerce,” March 2020 over March 2019 



Impact to Amazon Vendors – Delayed Delivery Times Are 
Moving Forward
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Crisis Response - Operations
• Update

• Drop ship orders are surging with surging consumer demand
• Preventing out-of-stocks
• Eliminating bumps in forecasts
• Great opportunity to log and use customer data
• Maintain drop ship capability until see Amazon orders stabilize and 

reflect customer sales
• POs have resumed, but are lighter on non-essential products
• Born-to-run continues to be suspended

• Chargebacks Waived
• On Time Non-Compliance
• “Effective March 16, 2020 until May 1, 2020, we are proactively 

waiving the following PO On-time Accuracy chargeback sub-
types: Not on time and Down-confirmed.”
• Action to Consider: Accept all POs, then Down-confirm

• SIOC – Waiver until May 1, 2020
• Action to Consider: Turn-on SIOC impacted products



Crisis Response – Operations
• Update
• Faster RBS responses

• late at night and on weekends particularly
• RBS currently working from home

• Catalog issues
• Incorrect weights, titles, missing costs

• Retail Teams & RBS tasked with supporting COVID-19 projects
• Seeing increased off cycle POs

• Manual ISM orders
• Extended ship/delivery windows
• Future ship/delivery windows

• Latest is end of May



Crisis Response - Analytics
• Update
• Forecasting

• Current forecasts estimate impact of virus until end of May
• Monitor consumer sales, consumer sales will drive your POs

• Some critical categories seeing high POs, but normal consumer demand



Crisis Response – Amazon Advertising
• Update

• Competitors are seeing opportunity and reevaluating AMS spend
• Add AMS spend back or increase as you can capture higher relevance and search rank before 

competition resumes
• Currently seeing high ROI and low ACOS

• Still suggest running ads on competitor terms and display while competition is decreased

• Strategies
• Action to Consider: If no drop ship capability, then consider reducing advertising 

spend if running out of inventory and don’t want to fund 3P sales



Crisis Response – Marketing

• Update
• Prime Day is delayed with no specific date announced yet

• Expected to occur in August 
• April and May category events being postponed and canceled
• Vine has been suspended



Crisis Response - Promotions
• Update

• Have promotions planned and ready to enter
• Amazon combating price gouging
• Business consumers still have access to deals page

• Self-service promotions halted
• Price Discounts and Promo Codes Remain Active

• Action to Consider: Consider using promo codes to push traffic from social media accounts.

• The Gold Box page removed from Amazon.com
• Deal of the Days, Lightning Deals and Coupons stopped

• These induce great variability in storage, receiving, forecasting, and shipping



Questions and Answers
• More customers than ever are buying on Amazon
• Amazon was the only retailer among the e-commerce companies covered by 

Wall Street firm Jefferies in which consumers are spending more since 
coronavirus

Sources: 1. “Amazon has the right businesses to weather coronavirus, but spending could grow even faster.” April 13, 2020. Market Watch. 


